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General Scenography
It is impossible to isolate one purelyscenographic element in Foreman'swork. His
scenography, in a strict sense-his scenic "writing"or design, concerning the space,
decor and costumes-never ceases to overwhelm its traditionalfunctions. There is,
is everywhere.
withouta doubt, one majorsingularityto Foreman'sstyle: scenic "writing"
-it persistentlyshows
Spatialtracingis not simplya phase in the spectacle's preparation
itself off and sets the resultingproductionin motion.
Foreman'sscenographyjs not a code that one can contrastwithothers in polyphonic
theatre- itcuts across alltheatricalcodes. Foreman'sart,at base, is an artof "contamination."
Charactersassume a purelyspatial,
The decor intervenes in the action;it is a "performer."
and
Costumes
function.
decorative
props play a dramaticrole. In this manner,
rhythmic,
Foremanexplodes the classical oppositionson whichtheatrehas been based, oppositions
between decor and action, between animateand inanimate,between the accessory props
and the essential ones, between scenographic space and spectacular time. His theatre
requires new instrumentsof analysis; it becomes necessary to thinkin terms of energy,
tension, lines of force and variationsof intensity.

After the "Avant-garde"
Foreman's first plays participatedin the prescribedgoal of the "avant-garde"(the
principlesof which were paralleled in the cinema, paintingand literatureof the same
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period). His work particularlyreflectedthe aims of those who wanted the "hiddenwork"
to be shown, who felt the productionprocess should be present in the product,and who
felt the resulting productionshould attractattentionto itself as the deconstructionof its
process. Foreman's work rendered the scenography visible; it created transformations
from the perspective of the scenic space. The presence of strings drew a large axis of
the movement and situated the actors as elements in an abstractcanvas, systematically
utilizingthe props as components of an unearthingprocess (theyfunctionedas "crutches"
or "hindrances").
avantMorerecently(since his turning-point
play,Boulevardof Paris),this "Brechtian",
gardist principlehas become considerablymore flexible.AlthoughForemancontinues to
question the materialsof traditionalscenography, usuallyheld secret, the modalityof this
materializationis less mechanistic.Thus, in the three pieces presented in France (Cafe
Ameriquein 1981, Faust ou la Fete Electriquein 1982, La Robe de Chambrede Georges
Bataille in 1983), the strings persist, but withouttheiromnipresent,permanentcharacter.
They are no more than discreet traces of abstract scenography that outline the plays'
internalmovements instead of underliningthem. The modificationsof the space (in which
the actors continue to participate)are more exact. They have ceased to invade and
subordinatethe action.The props,in a certainway, have assumed moreautonomythrough
their rapportwith the scenography. They have a properlyplastic existence and intervene
less gratuitouslyin the dramaticaction.
For all this, evidently Foremanhas no intentionof returningto illusionisticart, an art
that would efface his process (as is the case with Robert Wilson, for example). This
-it participates
exhibitionof hiddenscenographyis the principaleffect of the representation
with a suitablydramaticeffect, withoutsubstitutingitself for the drama. Phrased another
way, it is now impossible to suppress the perceptualmutationsthat the "avant-garde"
introduced,but its artists no longer seem intenton being locked in their process.

Classical Therapy or A Week Under the Influence ...,
1973

Theatre Recamier, Paris

Classical Therapy: Words are projected onto a screen in the upper right corner of
the stage; Foreman manipulates the sound from in front of the stage.

Space in Transformation
Scenographic space, for Foreman,is never a given beforehand.Itdoesn't constitute
a set frame on the interiorof which the action would be able to unfold;it modifies itself
unceasingly-particularly in its dimensions-in proportionto the evolutionof the action.
In some limitedcases, this modificationeven constitutesthe action. The scenography, in
sum, is mobile. The set is likelyto become hollowor shrink,to swell or contract,to divide
or multiply.
The theatre loft in which Foremandirected four of his New Yorkpieces was, from
this point of view, very significant.It permitteda deep set that became a device capable
of diminishingor deepening at will.The choice of this space indicated,in some way, that
Foreman'stheatricalart was post-cinematographicart, or at least an art likelyto respond
to the cinematographicchallenge. Foremanwas able to include"depthof field"withthese
methods, and eluded the flat frontalityinherentin traditionalscenography.
The more classical stage of the Theatre Gennevilliers,which welcomed Foreman's
realizationsin France, adapted less easily to depth of field. Withoutbeing an "Italianate"
stage, it nonetheless imposed the constraintof a largespace withreduceddepth. Foreman
maintainedthe effect of permanentspatial transformation
withinthis frame in three ways:
1) by the same use of actors, conveying in theirdisplacementthe dispersionor splintering
of the playing space, which produced an impression of spatial expansion; 2) by the
presence of vertical retractablegates or barriersslightlyresemblingmobile cells, pieces
one might find in an urbanspace to controlcrowds (as in Faust ou la Fete Electrique);

Kate Manheim in Livre des Splendeurs, Festival d'Automne, Paris, 1976

Faust ou la Fete Electrique, Theatre Gennevilliers 1982: Simulated-stone blocks
suspended in the air manipulate the space's verticality.

3) by the eruptionof props of unusualdimensions (a bar, animalpuppets, instrumentsof
motion, etc.) that produced an impression of breakingopen the stage. In addition,the
manipulationof the space's height, or its verticality,was apt to supplythe illusionof depth
(by the lightingmethod, or the presence, in Faust, of simulated-stoneblocks suspended
in the air, likelyto descend onto the stage at will).
The alterationof classic space was not, therefore, abandoned. If, essentially, the
scenographic frontalitywas not radicallydenied, it was nonetheless given the impression
of being one possibilityamong others, menaced, always at the point of being disturbed.
Foreman'stheatricalspace-which he does not hesitate to referto as psychic spaceis above all an unstable space. Itis mobilescenographyof vacillatingvolume and vertigo.

"LaChauve-Souris,"or Foreman's
Reappropriationof a TraditionalSpace
In the mise-en-scene he created for the Paris Opera's productionof Johann Strauss'
La Chauve-Souris (Die Fledermaus), Foremanwas not the absolute master of the scenography.He did not directthe design of costumes or decor, nor did he see the playing
space in advance. Nevertheless,the resultingspace incontestablyborethe markof Foreman's
singular style, as if once again, his unwillingnessto depart from it had served as a
provocativechallenge.
The productionhad three principalcharacteristics.The presence of vertical,movable

bars delineated the spatial restrictionsof the play, which had been edited-the last act
in this productionwas divided, distributedbetween a prologue and an epilogue. Where
the traditionalmise-en-scene of the operetta effected an enlargementof the space (for
example, in the Ball scene), Foremanpreferredto enlarge the set vertically.He revealed
frescoes inspiredby Ingres'Bain Turc(TurkishBath), a swarmof nude, entangled bodies
and several suspended angels likelyto descend towardthe stage.
The effect of breaking open or disruptingthe space was produced, finally, by the
movement of the bodies. The balletwas drawnlittleby littletowardan angrybacchanale,
in Tarzancostumes that unbalanced
withthe turbulenceof animalpuppetsand roller-skaters
the classical arrangementof the waltz.The lightsplayedtheirprescribedrole in this effect:
The searchlights directed at the spectators-scandalizing certain purists-provoked a
violentsort of perception,destined to restore and accentuate the work'sintense virulence,
which had been flattened by the proprietiesof tradition.
This scenographic treatment,by which Foremanreappropriatedthe space that was
imposed on him, converged towarda deliberateeffect. It reacted to the "minor"character
of the operetta, not by treatingit as a majorwork-as an opera-but, to the contrary,
by makingit even more minor.Foremanplaced its delirious,feverish,freneticdimensions
in relief and drew it closer to circus.

Literalization
of theatricalspace by inserting readable texts,
Brecht proposed a "literalization"
written
elements into his work. For Brecht, it was
of
and
a
effects
collage
montage

Cafe Amerique, Theatre Gennevilliers 1981: Letters from the play's title were
hooked onto wires stretched across the playing space.
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necessary to providea sort of criticalcounterpointto the representation.Foremanretained
this process, but changed the directionof its function:Several letters-those of the play's
title-were hooked to the wires that dominatethe playingarea in Cafe Amerique. In La
Robe de Chambrede Georges Bataille,cipherswere disseminatedthroughcertainelements
of the decor.
These signs are not direct signification;they indicatea "literal"space withoutbeing
subordinateto it. Foreman'smethod is not didactic.These signs signify nothingbut their
abstractfunction.By discreet contamination,they designate as signs all the otherelements
in the set. The spectacle furtivelyevokes the page of a book, or an outlinein a notebook,
the trace of a sort of algebra-in-abeyance.Morethan being Brechtian,Foremanis closer
to the utilizationof signs-letters or ciphers-by Cy Twombly,for example, in which a
likeness with Foreman's literalizationmay be found. The presence of these signs is not
aimed at the spectator's comprehension, but at their perception. It suggests that the
"delirium"it assists also possesses secret logic, cipherization,writing.
Withoutdoubt, the same diversion of the Brechtianscenographic process can be
seen in Foreman'suse of photographs.Where Brecht'sphotographypossessed a didacticism-to eliminaterepresentationby the eruptionof the "real"-the hundredsof photos
stuck together end to end in the upper part of the decor of La Robe de Chambre de
Georges Batailleaim especially for a perceptualeffect. Itfeels as thoughthe play is about
the photographs,althoughtheir accumulationgives overall a purelyabstract impression.
There is a sensation of entanglement, of proliferation.The hundreds of cut-out bodies,
stuck together and multiplied,refers to a sort of swarmingorganic chaos, accentuating
the irrational,fantasticaldimension of the play on stage.

La Robe de Chambre de Georges Bataille, Theatre Gennevilliers 1983: The
hundreds of photos stuck together end to end in the upper part of the decor aim
for a perceptual effect.

La Robe de Chambre de Georges Bataille: Objects have no meaning but create
an impression of disproportion and permanent disequilibrium.

The Props
Foreman'stheatre,morethan any other,consumes the objectsthat he bringstogether
with an intense rapiditythat often resembles a veritablerage of destruction.Props and
costumes have no value other than themselves. They appear only to be immediately
devoured, swallowed up in the spectacle's hectic rhythm.
Theirenumerationreveals their insensible character:decapitatedbabies in celluloid,
forceps, beef bones, a dentist's chair, cooking instruments(Cafe Amerique);bars, a
sarcophagus, meteorites, toboggans, serpents, (Faust); skulls, restaurant materials,
candlesticks,animalpuppets (La Robe de Chambrede Georges Bataille).These different
objects have no meaning-the task of findingtheirsymbolicvalue wouldbe exhaustingbutthey have functions.They focus or impedethe actor'saction;they call forthincongruity
(an echo of cinematicburlesquethat also includes a great consummationof objects); and
they create an impressionof disproportionand permanentdisequilibrium.
In sum, it is not the scenographic dimension of the props that is primary-their
"form,"in other words-but the way in whichthey are placed in a whirlpool,a scansion,
an uninterruptedconsumption.It is as if the profoundgoal of Foreman'stheatre was to
ruin representation,to destroy that which he bringstogether and uses. Space, and the
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objects that rise into view there, are literallyconsumed by the spectacle's infernalrhythm
and tempo.

The Theatre as Pictorial Art
Scenography is traditionallythe place where dramaturgicalart touches drawingand
functions-a preliminary,
painting,a sort of minorpictorialartwithrestricted,purelyutilitarian
preparatoryart effacing itself in the representationit makes concrete. This is precisely
what Foremanradicallyreverses. In his style, pictorialart is less a pointof departurethan
a result.WithForeman,it is the totalspectacle - not solely the preliminary
scenographythat confronts strictlypictorialproblems:the dispositionand dispersionof usable signs,
effects of equilibrium,echoes, distortion.
Nothingis more significanton this pointthan Foreman'suse of actors. He leads them
surely, carefully,to "playa role"-or at least to enter fragmentsof roles-without ever
forgettingthat their bodies are also plastic signs. Theirentanglement,their rebounding,
theirway of formingprocessions and garlands,theirplacementin "tableaux,"allcorrespond
to abstracted, disorderedconfigurationsin which the bodies are merely "organic."Lines
of force, tension, dissemination,convulsions, includingthe most concrete (the body) in
the highlyabstract(the axis, directions,masses), all are elements of Foreman'suniverse,
and suggest strictlypictorialexperiences. They recall Jerome Bosch (by the confusion,
the art of incongruity),Duchamp(by the visible emergence of a "fourthdimension")and
Picasso (by the systematic twistingof perspective,the artof decompositionand montage).
This theatricalpictoriality,once again, gives rise not only to the scenography. It is
the general effect of theatricalcodes-voice, rhythms,displacements,resonances, contortions-and not only the visible, stable signs of scenography that participatein this
incessant composition,always in the process of undoingand re-formingthemselves.
To treat everythingthat concerns theatre pictoriallyfurtherestranges it fromdrawing
or painting:Such is Foreman'schallenge. The theatre,then, becomes sceno-graphy:the
graphics of the stage and the stage of graphics at the same time.

Guy Scarpetta is a writerand criticlivingin France.

Translatedby Jill Dolan

